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GET MAXIMUM OUTPUT WITH YOUR INSERTER
There is a simple way to dramatically increase inserter output. SuperiorPHS has designed several remarkably low-cost solutions for reducing
inserter downtime and dramatically increasing productivity.
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Staging Mode

Presentation

Feed into Open Track

RX-9s Staging Mode / Inserter Feeder—$1,595
RX-12cs Dual Mode Staging Feeder—$2,895

RX-12cs

Studies show as RX-9s like feeder in every inserter pocket increases
throughput productivity by 30-40%. Replace your inserter hopper with
the RX-9s for products up to 9” wide or the RX-12cs for products up to
12” wide. These feeders present a single piece of product and the inserter swing arm removes the piece. This dramatically reduces downtime due to inserter set up, miss and double feeds created by the inserter hopper. Consistently feed the widest range of materials including Zfold, open fold, rigid products, and plastic cards.
RX-12bc

RX-12d One Shot Feeding into Open Track —$2,950
RX-12bc Batch Count Feeding into Open Track—$3,950
One shot or batch count feed into your open track with these remarkably
low cost feeder options. Simple, economical, and a reliable choice for
increasing throughput. The RX-12d runs in one shot and continuous
modes for added versatility. Add an automatic dropper to the RX-12bc
for fully automated high-speed batch counting of a wide range of product
sizes and materials.
RX-9s/12cs/d/bc SPECS: Product sizes: 2”W x 3”L—12”W x 12”L, RX-9s up to 8.75”W x 6”L.
Product thickness: .004” - .375”. Maximum belt speed: 400 ft./min. Maximum stack height: 16-in.
Utilities requirements: 115vac—3A—60Hz (220vac—50Hz optional on RX-12cs/d/bc only).

For more information, please contact us at (763) 546-9140 | info@superior-phs.com | 7150 Boone Ave N. Ste 130, Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
Get More for Less with Superior-PHS! We set priority on ingenuity and inventiveness in an otherwise stagnant fulfillment industry. While others are playing catch-up, we
are constantly moving forward to improve our customer’s bottom line and continually define state-of-the-art in the industry. We challenge our competitors to deliver a more
robust, high-performing product at a better value than Superior-PHS. Which is why we pose the question: WHY WOULD YOU GO ANYWHERE ELSE?
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